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The joint European Space Agency (ESA) and National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA)
mission called the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) is historically the second of five deep-space
missions to be operated at one of the Sun-Earth collinear libration points by the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC). Launched in December 1995 with a goal of revolutionizing solar science, SOHO has flown
a halo-type libration point orbit (LPO) around the Sunward L1 point since March 1996. The billion-dollar
SOHO mission was intended to have a two-year minimum lifetime, followed by an extended mission phase
of at least four additional years.
However in 1998 SOHO’s life was nearly cut short twice by two separate, very different onboard
anomalies of the most threatening natures. The first mishap, which occurred on June 25, 1998, saw SOHO
lose 3-axis attitude control, with the resulting tumble severing communications with Earth. The loss of
communications lasted until early August when radar signals re-discovered the practically powerless, frozen
spacecraft. By that time, by chance, the slowly spinning spacecraft’s non-nominal orientation was such that
the solar panels were receiving some sunlight every spin period, thus enabling intermittent communications.
This good fortune provided the opportunity for a rescue, and a strategy was developed for slowly, carefully
thawing the spacecraft and re-charging the batteries. Delicate, extremely intensive rescue efforts conducted
over the next several weeks were ultimately successful, and by the end of September 1998 the spacecraft
itself was functioning nearly normally (though not yet the science instruments).
Recovery operationsincluding a series of delta-V maneuvers to restore the decaying halo
orbitcontinued during the autumn of 1998, and optimism about SOHO’s chances was high until the last of
the gyroscopes failed just before Christmas. Though this second anomaly did not lead to another loss of the
Sun-pointing attitude control as in the June event, it did lead to an autonomous fail-over of attitude control
from the momentum wheels to thrusters. But the lack of gyroscopes presented a huge problem. Without
them there was no way to effect the transition of attitude control back to the momentum wheels and thereby
halt the attitude thrustingthrusting that was unbalanced in terms of delta-V and gradually increasing the
energy of the orbit. The continual thrusting posed a dual threat. Not only would SOHO eventually run out of
fuel, but the cumulative delta-V imparted to the halo orbitat times as much as 0.65 m/sec per
daythreatened to push SOHO away from the L1 region and into an independent and useless solar orbit.
The mission appeared doomed, but after a weeks-long struggle to rescue it a second time, SOHO was once
again saved. Thus two of history’s most extraordinary spacecraft recoveries succeeded just half a year apart.
The aspects of the rescues that this paper will address primarily concern the halo orbit. Not only are
halo orbits extraordinarily sensitive to perturbations, but by their nature the delta-V costs to correct the orbit
grow exponentially with the time elapsed from experiencing the perturbation. Due to the perturbations
involved, both of the SOHO accidents threatened escape from the L1 region. Hence, the mission could still
have been lost despite all other efforts to re-establish control of the spacecraft’s attitude and on-board
functions, had personnel at GSFC’s Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) not found ways to restore the orbit while
contending with numerous adverse circumstances arising from the anomalies. Among the concomitant
problems faced was an inoperative closed-loop maneuver control system, and orbit determination results
degraded to the point of uselessness. In response, a number of critical improvisations were devised. Of the
two most important of these, developed following the December mishap, the first was to model the trajectory
with continuous low-thrust applied. That was the only way for updating and assessing the orbit throughout
the 40-day contingency. The second development was a strategy for correcting the orbital energy via a timestaggered series of delta-V maneuvers designed to gradually counteract the effects of variable attitude
thrusting. In sum, these were feats never before performed with a Libration Point Orbit mission.
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INTRODUCTION
Libration point orbits (LPOs)whether halo or Lissajous orbitsare inherently
unstable and must be maintained via occasional propulsive maneuvers, as has been done
for the Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) since arriving at L1 in early 1996 [1].
These maneuvers are widely referred to as “stationkeeping” maneuvers. In the absence
of the indicated stationkeeping, LPO perturbations lead to exponential decay away from
the libration point region. If the net effect of all perturbationsespecially those due to
the errors from propulsive maneuversimparts an excess of orbital energy over that
needed to keep the orbit “in balance,” the result will be eventual escape from the EarthMoon system into an independent orbit around the Sun. Alternatively, if the net effect is
a deficit of energy needed for balance, then the halo will decay leading to a trajectory
coming back toward Earth. This latter case has itself two types of outcome depending on
the particular orbital energy of the return trajectory. For a fairly narrow range of the
highest return energies, there may not be a capture by the Earth-Moon systemor at least
not a strong oneand luni-solar perturbations will eventually cause escape into solar
orbit. The other type of return consists of lower energy trajectories that do result in
capture. These capture orbits generally display quite chaotic behavior within the EarthMoon systembehavior that is very sensitive to the prevailing gravitational conditions
(positions of the various bodies) at the time of escape from the LPO. Luni-solar
perturbations, particularly those due to the inevitable close lunar encounters, have
profound effects on the future course of these capture orbits, with escape some months or
years later often the outcome.
Both of the SOHO anomalies of 1998 threatened the survival of the halo orbit, and
each time the outcome could have been one of the types discussed above. The problem
for SOHO was that if an orbit recovery effort failed, then the result would be an
uncontrolled, decaying trajectory that would either escape into heliocentric orbit or “fall”
back toward Earth. During the first anomaly, the possible outcomes seemed virtually
infinite in number, because we did not know how much thrusting SOHO performed
following the loss of contact, and therefore we were in the blind as to its orbital energy
state. During the second anomaly, the threat posed by the virtually continuous thrust
situation was escape into solar orbit. For both anomalies, full recovery of both the
spacecraft and the halo orbit were absolutely essential to continuing the mission. A
partial or temporary recovery, particularly any recovery ending with exhaustion of fuel or
other shortcoming, could still have resulted in any of the mission-ending trajectory
scenarios discussed above. But it is the stories of these two anomalies and their
successful recoveriesnot the infinitude of possible decay scenariosthat are the main
subjects of this paper.
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Some points should be made about the scope and organization of the paper. The
paper concentrates on the halo orbit and maneuver aspects of the recovery stories. Given
the enormity and complexity of each anomaly and recovery in its entirety, many facets of
both are simply beyond scope. For instance, the issues involved with attitude
determination and control, as well as other spacecraft engineering areas, were extremely
involved and could in no way be treated adequately here (these aspects deserve their own
papers). Just enough is presented on these non-orbit-specific topics to provide
background for, and their relationship to, the halo orbit recovery stories. On another
note, a significant portion of the intended audience for this paper consists of current and
future SOHO mission team members, especially those whom may become the trajectory
analyst successors to the present author. So, it is anticipated that not all portions of the
paper may be of equal interest to all readers. Therefore, an attempt was made to organize
the paper in such a way that different sections may be read fairly independently,
hopefully without too much loss of continuity.
The paper is organized into five main sections. The first section provides an
overview of the SOHO spacecraft and a discussion of its L1 halo orbit and propulsion
system. In the second section, the focus is on SOHO stationkeeping methodology and a
brief history of the mission’s stationkeeping maneuvers prior to the anomalies of 1998.
In the third section, the story of the first major anomaly of June 25th, 1998, and the
subsequent recovery is presented. Similarly, the fourth section covers the second
anomaly of December 21, 1998, and its recovery. The final section, an epilogue, treats
the aftermath.
I. THE SOHO SPACECRAFT AND ITS MISSION
The Spacecraft
Historically, the Solar and Heliospheric Observatorya 1.2 billion dollar joint ESA
and NASA deep space mission to study the Sunis the second spacecraft to fly a
Lagrange-point orbit [2,3]. Launched December 2, 1995, SOHO is at the time of this
writing in a quasiperiodic halo orbit around the Sun-Earth collinear point L1an orbit
almost identical to the one flown by the pioneering International Sun-Earth Explorer-3
(ISEE-3) over two decades ago [4]. It carries a suite of 12 scientific instruments
including imaging sensors to study phenomena relating to the solar surface and
atmosphere, solar dynamics, and the solar corona and solar wind to better understand the
Sun as a whole. The Sun-Earth L1 point region is the perfect location from which to
conduct continuous, direct observation of the Sun (with never any obscuration) while
simultaneously making in situ measurements of the solar wind upwind of the Earth.
This 3-axis stabilized spacecraft maintains one axis fixed upon the Sun’s center at all
times. This attitude keeps the suite of scientific instruments always trained upon the Sun
with an accuracy as good as one arc-second for around-the-clock data gathering. The
spacecraft was designed for attitude stabilization and pointing control via a closed-loop
system. This system originally employed an inertial reference unit consisting of 3 roll
gyroscopes (used mainly when attitude control is via thrusters), a four-wheel reaction
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wheel assembly for momentum management, a fixed-head star tracker, and 2 fine sun
sensors—all under the control of an onboard computer (OBC). The onboard control
system is supported by a variety of ground-based attitude determination and control
functions including momentum management [5]. The relevant environmental torque is
that due to solar radiation pressure.
A large spacecraft, SOHO had a total mass of 1,863 kg at launch of which 251 kg
was fuel. Electrical power is generated primarily by two large solar cell array panels
yielding approximately 1,150 W. The solar panels, taken together with the main bus
(Service Module) and payload (Instrument Module), give SOHO a deployed crosssectional area of 21.9 m2. The Service and Payload modules together give SOHO a boxy,
rectangular look (see Figure A-1 of Appendix A), and it is parallel to the long axis that
the body X-axisthe XB, or roll, axisis defined. The +XB direction is that along which
the instrument bore-sights are intended to point at the Sun. The ZB axis, or yaw axis, is
orthogonal to XB, and it is positive in an “up” sense that is intended to be parallel with the
Sun’s positive spin axis direction, i.e., its North Pole. The ZB axis is also the axis of
maximum inertia. The YB axis, or pitch axis, completes the right-handed triad. Angular
rotations about these body axes are defined consistent with the usual right-hand rule.
In its nominal operations mode, SOHO communicates with the ground via an aftmounted, gimbaled, Earth-pointing parabolic High Gain Antenna (HGA). SOHO S-band
tracking and telecommunications are performed via NASA’s Deep Space Network
(DSN), with the tracking data and telemetry data forwarded to NASA’s Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), where the ground operations are conducted by a joint ESA/NASA
Flight Operations Team. The GSFC Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) conducts a variety of
flight dynamics support functions, including attitude analysis, trajectory design, control,
and maneuver planning [6], tracking data evaluation and orbit determination (OD), and
DSN station acquisition data.
The SOHO Mission Halo Orbit
The SOHO mission orbit is a Class 2-type halo orbit; meaning that its sense of
revolution about L1as it appears from Earthis counterclockwise. Libration point
orbit characteristics are often discussed with reference to a well-known non-inertial
coordinate system called the Rotating Libration Point (RLP) frame. This is an L1centered frame where the X-axis points from L1 to the Earth-Moon barycenter, the Z-axis
points up toward the North Ecliptic Pole (NEP), and the Y-axis completes the righthanded frame, pointing approximately along the direction of Earth’s velocity vector.
The primary mission constraints placed on the halo orbit were, 1) that the minimum
Sun-Earth-Vehicle (SEV, and Vehicle = SOHO) angle never be less than 4.5 degrees and,
2) that the maximum SEV angle never be greater than 32 degrees. The minimum SEV
angle constraint satisfies SOHO’s Solar Exclusion Zone (SEZ) requirement (the
spacecraft must skirt the SEZ for the sake of avoiding solar interference with
communications). The maximum SEV constraint derives from the gimbal angle limits of
the HGA dish, and was germane to the design of the Earth to L1 transfer trajectory [6,7].
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The halo orbit selected for SOHO during the pre-launch mission design phase
satisfies the mission constraints quite easily. The orbit comes close to 4.5 degrees during
the nearer, Earth-side crossing of the RLP XZ-plane, and is at about 5.0 degrees at the
farther, Sun-side crossing. At the RLP extreme Y-axis points of the halo, the SEV angle
is never more than approximately 25.5 degrees.
The RLP-frame oscillation amplitudes corresponding to this 4.5-by-25.5 degree
orbitas specified during the pre-launch mission design phasewere as follows [6,7]:
AX = 206,448 km
AY = 666,672 km
AZ = 120,000 km
These amplitudes are virtually identical to those specified for the first LPO halo
mission, ISEE-3, and hence SOHO has the same 178-day period as ISEE-3 had [8,9].
SOHO’s orbit is shown projected in a solar rotating-frame XY-plane, XZ-plane, and YZplane, in Figures 1 through 3, respectively. (The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
mission’s 6-by-10 degree Lissajous orbit appears in Figures 1 and 2 for contrast [10].)
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Figure 1. SOHO Halo Orbit XY-Plane Projection
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Overview of the SOHO Propulsion System
SOHO maneuvering capability is provided by a blow-down, monopropellant
hydrazine propulsion system [1,11]. The fuel251 kg at launchis carried by a single
tank of prolate spheroidal shape that keeps the hydrazine separated from its gaseous
helium pressurant with a diaphragm.
The total delta-V capability at launch was
approximately 318 m/sec (neglecting canting and plume impingement losses), though
only 275 m/sec of that was allocated to the overall delta-V budget. The remainder was
reserved for attitude control including momentum management maneuvers.
Sixteen thrusters arranged into two fully redundant branches of 8 thrusters each
provide both delta-V and attitude control as needed. The primary branch (A-branch) is
used for commanded maneuvers, while the redundant branch (B-branch) is used mainly
in a hard-wired, emergency attitude control mode (more on this in the following
sections). Each thruster carried a beginning-of-life (BOL) thrust rating of 4.2 Newtons
(N) and a specific impulse of 220 seconds (at 22.4 bars of pressure). End-of-life (EOL)
thrust is expected to be approximately 2.2 N (at 6.6 bars). All nominal thrust components
are in the body XZ plane. The primary thruster designations and their functions are given
in Table 1.
Table 1. SOHO Thrusters (data applies to both A- and B-branches)
Thruster
Pair
1 and 2
(1 is canted
30° down;
2 is 30° up)
3 and 4
5 and 6
7 and 8

Thruster
Locations
Fore
(Sunward)

Delta-V
Direction
(body frame)

Primary
Attitude
Control

Thrust
XB-cosine

Thrust
ZB-cosine

− XB

Pitch

−0.866

1: (+0.5)
2: (−0.5)

Aft
(Earthward)
Top (+ZB)
Bottom (− ZB)

+ XB
− ZB
+ZB

Yaw
Roll
Roll

+1
0
0

0
−1
+1

When in a certain closed-loop control mode, SOHO is capable of autonomously
stabilizing its Sun-pointing attitude using thrusters. Delta-V maneuvers, however, are
always planned and computed on the ground by a GSFC FDF trajectory analyst. Then,
maneuver command loads specifying ignition time, selected delta-V thrusters, and total
burn duration are constructed in the SOHO Mission Operations Center (MOC) at GSFC
for eventual uplink via the DSN. Prior to December 1998, the SOHO OBC would govern
orbit maneuvers by firing the delta-V thrusters at an average duty cycle of 75% and onpulsing appropriate attitude control thrusters as necessary. However, this picture changed
substantially after the last of the two anomalies to be described in sections 3 and 4 below.
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II. STATIONKEEPING OF THE SOHO HALO ORBIT
General Approach
The basic SOHO stationkeeping strategy is an orbital energy balancing technique,
also referred to as “single-axis” control, which means the entire delta-V is applied along
one specified axis [1,12]. For SOHO, this axis is the spacecraft-to-Sun line. Since
SOHO is a Sun-pointer, its body-frame XB-axis is always aligned with the spacecraft-toSun line, which incidentally is always nearly parallel with the Earth-to-Sun line. A deltaV toward the Sun will increase orbital energy (thereby preventing orbit decay
Earthward), and a delta-V in the opposite direction will decrease orbital energy
(preventing escape into solar orbit). (A history and explanation of the development of this
energy-balancing technique can be found in Reference 1.) The delta-V can be applied at
any desired time or arbitrary position within the halo orbit. Given that the preference is to
maneuver before the error growth has reached one meter/sec, the energy adjustments are
typically quite smallin terms of C3, on the order of 10−5 km2/sec2. It should be noted
that prior to launch a Project-level requirement was placed on the mission that all
stationkeeping delta-Vs be parallel (anti-parallel) to the SOHO-Sun line. Given SOHO’s
solar-pointing attitude and thruster configurations, this requirement dovetails perfectly
with the single-axis control technique, and so it might seem that the requirement derived
from spacecraft design. However, that was not quite the case, as this requirement
actually replaced its antithesis, i.e., an earlier requirement that specified that
stationkeeping delta-Vs be normal to the SOHO-Sun line.
Another significant Project preference was that stationkeeping (SK) maneuvers be
scheduled together with the momentum management maneuvers (MMMs). This
stipulation has a definite impact on the frequency and spacing of SK burns, and not only
because of the independent momentum requirements and schedule. A very important
impact is that there is always some small but non-negligible, net delta-V left over at the
conclusion of a MMM, and given the sensitivity of halo orbits, this residual delta-V must
be dealt with. Typical MMMs, prior to June 1998, imparted a residual delta-V of about 2
cm/sec toward the Sun. After the recoveries of 1998-99 (Sections 3 and 4 below),
residual delta-Vs are now more typically in the 6 to 8 cm/sec range. These residual deltaVs are typically Sunward (though in some unusual circumstances they can be antiSunward). The MMM thrusting is modeled as an independent perturbation to the
trajectory, the effect of which is accounted for within the SK maneuver targeting cycles.
Thus the MMM delta-Vs are negated, or as happens sometimes, the delta-Vs are helpful
if their direction is the same as that needed for the SK burn. (In that case they reduce the
magnitude of the SK delta-V by an amount equal to the MMM residual delta-V.) All
SOHO SK burns have coincided with one or more MMMs concluded within hours, or at
most a day or two, of the SK burn itself.
Generally, the length of the intervals between LPO stationkeeping maneuvers may
depend on a number of factorsespecially those arising from operational considerations.
Just how much time should be allowed to elapse between SK burns depends very much
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on the particular mission and its requirements, constraints, fuel budget, attitude
stabilization modes, propulsion performance, and ground support details including station
coverage schedules [1,8]. Generally, it is best to maneuver before the halo correction
cost has grown “too large,” but each LPO mission must judge for itself what “too large”
is depending on its operational realities. For SOHO, it was originally preferred to do a
burn before the delta-V grew to 1.50 m/sec, but it was allowed go somewhat higher than
that to accommodate schedule realities. Therefore, in the early days of the mission, when
forecasting an upcoming SK maneuver, that future epoch was sought where the halo
correction delta-V would be no larger than about 1.50 m/sec. But whatever the case,
when forecasting SK maneuvers, certain behaviors should be recognized.
First, burn performance errors tend to be the dominant perturbations affecting the
course of the post-burn orbit, much more so than orbit knowledge errors (in-plane orbit
determination velocity knowledge is generally good to about 1 mm/sec). Second, halo
correction delta-V costs increase exponentially with time elapsed since the last maneuver,
and, as is well known, the doubling time constant for this exponential behavior is
approximately 16 days. Henceif maximizing the interval between SK maneuvers is the
goal (and for SOHO it is)it is obvious why one should strive to account for, minimize,
and if possible offset, all maneuver error sources during the planning and delta-V
targeting process. Changes in targeting results from one maneuver planning iteration to
the next are generally only marginalespecially during the final stagesyet where
LPOs are concerned every little bit counts. Even a one-millimeter per second error can
matter. It is also plain to see why doing small burns is preferable. Given that propulsion
system performance dispersions could be expected to be within some (hopefully) small
range (typically within a few percent for most missions), then the absolute burn errors
will be the smaller, the smaller the burn is itself.
Use of the Swingby Trajectory Design Program for SOHO Stationkeeping
All SOHO trajectory design and control support is performed with the GSFC
Mission Design and Analysis Tool [13-15], a PC-based, interactive, menu-driven
graphics software program more widely and popularly known as “Swingby”. With
Swingby it is possible to construct long-duration deep-space trajectories in great detail via
its spacecraft and mission event models, its high precision, full-force model numerical
propagators and its trajectory targeting capabilities. For the specific support of SOHO, a
number of essential coordinate frames, models and parameters must be described to
Swingby via its menu systems. Among these are the delta-V and attitude coordinate
frames, the finite burn propulsion model, and the nominal alignment of the SOHO body
coordinate frame relative to the mission attitude frame.
Swingby Program Coordinate Frame Constructions
The Swingby program provides the capability to define coordinate frames of
convenience to the user via onscreen menu inputs. As SOHO is a 3-axis stabilized, solar
pointing spacecraft, we have defined in Swingby a special delta-V coordinate frame that
is a local (i.e. spacecraft-centered) Sun-pointing frame. This frame is referred to by the
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designation “Delsun”. The construction of this frame (from vectors expressed in Earthcentered inertial (ECI) mean-of-J2000 coordinates) is as follows [13]:
XD = Spacecraft-to-Sun vector
ZD = orthogonal to XD, up towards the direction of the North Ecliptic Pole (NEP)
YD completes the right-handed triad.
The Delsun frame is convenient for SOHO maneuver work for two reasons. First, it
provides delta-Vs relative to the Sun along a single axis. Second, it is a natural for the
control of LPOs because its axes are aligned quite closely with the RLP and related solar
rotating frames. (The convenience is of course for the analyst using Swingby; the
program transforms Delsun delta-V vectors to ECI J2000 coordinates for its internal
calculations.)
Next, Swingby defines a SOHO attitude-mode reference frame as follows:
the +ZA (yaw axis) is parallel to the NEP, +XA (roll axis) is towards the Sun, and +YA
(pitch axis) completes the right-handed triad. Swingby makes the further assumption that
the body axes are by default co-aligned with the attitude frame’s axes, i.e., +XB = +XA,
+YB = +YA, and +ZB = +ZA.
Thus, the body axes are assumed to be at their default zero points in the attitude
frame. In the current operational version of Swingby, there is no provision for non-zero
yaw and pitch angles. Thus, the XB-axis is assumed always pointed precisely at the solar
center. However, Swingby does take a fixed roll angle attitude (though not a roll rate) as
input, so that the inertial direction of thrust for the ZB-axis thrusters may be accurately
modeled when the spacecraft will be in a fixed, non-zero roll attitude. (Normally,
onboard roll control laws have the ZB-axis follow the Sun’s polar axis, so that in
observing mode the SOHO roll angle only varies within a range of ±7.5 degrees over the
course of a year.)
Swingby Program Propulsion System Model
A SOHO-specific propulsion model is defined in Swingby via menu system inputs,
giving it the capability to target and model SOHO finite burns. The eight thrusters of
each branch are defined in terms of their individual body-frame thrust direction cosines
and their thrust and specific impulse performance polynomials. (The thrust and specific
impulse are functions of the tank pressure.) Duty cycles and thrust scaling factors (TSF)
can be specified for each thruster via user input. Additional inputs include the dry
spacecraft mass, remaining fuel mass, fuel tank pressure and temperature, hydrazine
density, and roll angle. The user selects which thrusters are to be used for a given burn.
The “Delsun” system described above supplies the fundamental attitude orientation of the
spacecraft. The attitude is assumed Sun-fixed and roll-fixed for the duration of the burn.
Swingby can take the above-mentioned information for selected thrusters plus an
impulsive delta-V and make a good first guess of overall burn duration using
fundamental rocket formulas. Burn duration can then be refined further during the finite
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burn trajectory targeting process described below. Swingby finite burn model outputs
include the delta-V vector in a choice of reference frames, maneuver duration, fuel usage,
final tank pressure, and ignition and burnout state vectors and associated orbit
parameters.
SOHO SK Targeting Technique using the Swingby Program
Using Swingby, the SK maneuvers are initially designed as impulsive delta-V
maneuvers. To start, a given state (e.g., an up-to-date OD solution) is propagated up to a
future candidate maneuver epoch. At that epoch, the Swingby numerical targeting subsystem applies an initial small velocity perturbation (usually ≤ 10−6 km/sec) in a direction
either parallel or anti-parallel to the S/C-Sun line, i.e., a Delsun XD-axis component of
delta-V. This delta-V component becomes the independent variable in the differentialcorrections (DC) targeting scheme. In the DC scheme, perturbed trajectory states
constructed by Swingby are propagated forward in time toward a targeting goal
(dependent variable) described at a future crossing of the RLP XZ-plane (i.e. YRLP = 0
km). This goalevaluated at the propagation stop for the specified XZ-planecrossingis that the RLP X-component of velocity be equal to zero (i.e., the RLP-frame
VX = 0 km/sec, within a tolerance no greater than 10–4 km/sec). (For halo orbits, driving
the VX component to near zero at the plane crossing constrains the trajectory to penetrate
the plane perpendicularly.) The delta-V ultimately achieving the goal at the second
future XZ-plane crossing supplies the orbital energy change sufficient to maintain the
halo orbit for at least a full revolution. The SK maneuver delta-V can then be refined
further by targeting the third and fourth XZ-plane crossing. The impulsive delta-V thus
obtained becomes input for the subsequent SK finite maneuver targeting process.
Targeting involving the finite burn model begins with making a first guess of the
burn duration based on the impulsive delta-V magnitude and fuel remaining (Swingby
does this via rocket formulas upon user request). Other essential user inputs include an
appropriate selection of thrusters and the prevailing spacecraft propulsion system
conditions. Then, burn duration replaces delta-V as the independent variable in the DC
targeting process while the dependent goal remains the same, as does the rest of the
targeting process. The Delsun-frame assumption and a roll angle value specify the Sunpointing orientation of SOHOand hence all of its thrustersin inertial space (the
necessary transformations are automatically performed internally within Swingby).
During targeting, the trajectories are integrated with a full force model including, of
course, the thrust. As the targeting problem is basically solved at the impulsive delta-V
stage, the finite burn targeting convergence is usually rapid. The end result is a finite
maneuver plan defining all thrusters to be used, ignition epoch, and individual thruster
burn times, as well as delta-V vector and fuel usage prediction.
Brief History of SOHO SK Maneuvers prior to the 1998 Anomalies
Between the halo orbit insertion of March 1996 and the June 25, 1998, anomaly,
there occurred eight SK maneuvers. The first, designated SK-01, occurred on May 23,
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1996, while the last (SK-08) of that period was performed on April 17, 1998. The basic
history of that period is summarized in Table 2, first published in Reference 1.
Table 2. SOHO Stationkeeping Maneuver History through April 17, 1998
Date
Days since Jets Planned Achieved Delta-V
Orbit
Error
Maneuver (m/d/y) Last Orbit Used Delta-V Delta-V
(%)
(m/sec) (m/sec)
Burn Event
Event
SK-01
5/23/96
63.0
1,2 0.3067
0.3089
+0.714
SK-02
9/11/96
112.0
1,2 0.4541
0.4578
+0.808
SK-03
1/14/97
124.7
1,2 0.0432
0.0411
-4.861
SK-04
4/11/97
87.2
1,2 0.1887
0.1892
+0.235
SK-05
9/04/97
146.06
1,2 1.8876
1.8972
+0.506
SK-06 11/29/97
85.9
3,4 0.0396
0.0408
+2.84
SK-07 12/19/97
20.0
1,2 0.3984
0.3956
-0.703
SK-08
4/17/98
118.9
1,2 1.4375
1.4350
-0.179
Notes: 1. On 4/17/98, fuel = 205.87 kg; total SOHO mass = 1818.57 kg

Fuel
Used
(kg)
0.3353
0.4925
0.0490
0.2064
2.0258
0.0345
0.4263
1.5441

As can be seen from the table, the SK maneuvers after SK-01 were generally
infrequent and typically modest in magnitudeusually well under 1 m/sec. Six of the
eight burns were significantly under 0.5 m/sec, and SK-03 and SK-06 were both less than
0.05 m/sec. In those cases where the interval between burns was not at least 100 days, it
is generally due to having to keep schedule with the MMMs. A few maneuvers were
affected by spacecraft attitude control emergencies, which necessitated attitude recovery
thrusting that adversely impacted the orbit (causing the subsequent SK burn to occur
much earlier than otherwise). The period of the mission covered by the table represents
roughly four halo revolutions, so that the SK frequency averaged approximately two
burns per revolution, or 4 burns per year. In total, about 4.75 m/sec was expended,
representing an average of 1.2 m/sec per revolution, or 2.4 m/sec per year. Thrusters 1
and 2 were required for all burns except SK-06; this was probably due to systematic
Sunward delta-V errors from the MMMs. Lastly, it should be emphasized that up to June
1998, SOHO was a well-behaved spacecraft during SK maneuvers. Attitude control was
steady, precise, predictable, and reliable, so that delta-V directional errors were absent or
at least indiscernible. On top of that, overall the thrusters displayed good repeatability.
III. THE SOHO ATTITUDE CONTROL ANOMALY OF JUNE 25, 1998
Going into June 1998, a ninth stationkeeping (SK) maneuver—one that was going to
be very small at 5.7 cm/sec (neglecting the residual (MMM) contribution)—was planned
for the 28th of that month. But that SK maneuver was never performed due to an
anomalous loss of attitude control and communication during the night of June 24th −
25th. The series of events began with SOHO unexpectedly triggering two briefly
separated Emergency Sun Reacquisition (ESR) events following the completion of a
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scheduled MMM. An ESR can be triggered by a variety of anomalies or upsets to the
spacecraft, usually having to do with the attitude sensors or the Attitude Control Unit
(ACU). SOHO had a history of several of these ESR events prior to June 24, 1998.
Emergency Sun Reacquisition (ESR) Events
ESRs are problematic for a number of reasons, including the elaborate and
complicated procedures that the FOT must step through to restore the craft to a normal
operating mode. But from an orbit perspective, their worst feature is that Sun-pointing
attitude stabilization is maintained via a hardwired control loop that relies on the
continual pulsing of the B-branch thrusters 1B, 2B, 3B, and 4B. Thrusters 1B and 2B
provide the pitch control, while the 3B and 4B pair provide the yaw control. The
spacecraft is free to roll, though slowly. The thrusting would not necessarily be bad if no
net delta-V resulted. Unfortunately, the 3B/4B pair dominates the 1B/2B pair, pulsing as
much as 5 times as often. This imbalance imparts a net delta-V in the Sunward direction,
and at a rate that has been observed to be as high as 0.65 m/sec over a day (though on
average more like 0.4 to 0.5 m/sec per day). Worse, in ESR mode the thruster counts are
not present in the telemetry data, precluding direct knowledge of the actual thruster ontimes. Nor is there a ground-based spacecraft simulator capable of providing a useful
picture of the thruster behavior during ESR mode.
Fortunately, the delta-V (specifically, the radial component of delta-V projected
along the station-to-spacecraft line-of-sight) can be measured on the ground via Doppler
tracking data. (The delta-V (∆V) is related to its radial component (∆VRadial) via the SEV
angle, as ∆V = ∆VRadial / cos (SEV angle). Since SOHO is never more than 25.5 degrees
from the Earth-Sun line, approximately 90% or more of any SOHO-Sunline delta-V is
observable in this way.) Thus we at least know how much delta-V any given ESR is
responsible for. Later, after the ESR thrusting has ended, a recovery maneuver can be
designed to offset the ESR’s negative effects on the orbit. These recovery maneuvers
resemble SK maneuvers in all respects, except that they are generally based not on postburn orbit determination, but rather on a predicted post-ESR trajectory obtained as a
result of modeling the ESR delta-V into the pre-ESR trajectory.
The Accident
But now back to June 25th. The loss of communication occurred because of a faulty
recovery attempt from the second of the two ESRs, which had a disastrous result [2]. In
brief, SOHO’s roll rate began increasing dangerously, and then attitude control failed
completely as SOHO rolled into a tumble while still thrusting. In short order, there was a
loss of high gain antenna (HGA) coverage of the Earth and, worse, loss of solar power as
well. In the early aftermath, repeated attempts to communicate with SOHO failed, and
the situation appeared truly grim. In hopes of finding some way to recover the
spacecraft, the various SOHO support teams regrouped by specialization to attempt to
find some answers. Though the results of some of these broader efforts and recovery
sub-plots will be briefly touched upon, they are largely beyond the scope of this paper,
which shall concentrate mainly on the orbit aspects of the anomalies and the recoveries.
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From the trajectory analyst’s perspective, we knew that at the time of the loss,
SOHO had as much as 206 kg of fuel remaining, representing an average delta-V
capability of approximately 225 m/sec. That amount was vastly more than needed to
complete the remaining four years of SOHO’s planned 6-year mission (contingencies
aside). So there was hope that if contact could ever be re-established, with luck the 206
kilograms would be enough fuel to repair whatever damage the halo orbit sustained.
Early Post-anomaly Assessment
From the orbit perspective, orbit determination updates would no longer be possible
for lack of tracking data. Therefore the only hope for achieving post-accident orbit
knowledge was through analysis of the delta-V from thrusting as measured via Doppler
during the accident, and the subsequent modeling of that delta-V into the known preaccident orbit.
Before the accident, it was known that a SK maneuverif it were to be performed
on June 24thwould have required a ∆V of about −5.7 cm/sec (i.e., in an anti-Sunward
direction), the MMM residual delta-V not included. What was measured via Doppler
leading up to the tumble were ∆Vs from the MMM, the two ESRs, and the ESR recovery
attempts (some attitude control thrusting continues during control mode transitional
states). Once the tumble commenced, however, it was not long before the tracking data
ceased (the drop-out occurred June 25th at 04:38:22 UTC). But from the data available,
these ∆Vs were as shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Delta-V Sequence during the Anomaly of June 25, 1998
Thrusting Event
Delta-V (cm/sec)
Momentum Burn
+1.787
Post-MMM
+0.179
ESR#1
+0.017
Post-ESR#1
+0.680
ESR #2
+0.032
Post-ESR#2
−1.273
Net Delta-V
+1.422
Note: +/− indicates Sunward/anti-Sunward
The problem was, we did not (and still do not) know exactly what the nature of the
thrusting that may have occurred following loss of contact was like. For all we knew at
the time, SOHO might have continued thrusting until fuel exhaustion. Had that
happened, the mission surely would have had no hope of recovery. What could be said,
however, was that if thrusting had ceasedor at least somehow self-cancelled during the
tumblefollowing loss of contact, then the cost of halo re-balancing on June 25th would
have been approximately −5.7 cm/sec plus +1.4 cm/sec, for a net −4.3 cm/sec. Without
this correction, SOHO would inevitably escape into solar orbit.
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Post-Anomaly Trajectory Prediction
A SOHO “best estimated trajectory,” or BET, was constructed based on the observed
thrusting described above, applying the 1.4 cm/sec delta-V that was re-constructed from
the data. Of course, just what the real situation was, we did not know. A first order of
business was to gain a sense of how much time we might have before it would become
too difficult for DSN search efforts to succeed. This required a quick trajectory
dispersion study. To model possible dispersion trajectories, one of which the spacecraft
might be on, eight impulsive delta-Vs ranging over 2 orders of magnitude (1 cm/sec to
100 cm/sec) were imparted to the BET at the epoch of dropout. The delta-Vs were
applied either parallel (+) or anti-parallel (−) with the SOHO-to-Sun line direction,
respectively increasing or decreasing orbital energy. Table 4 below gives the epochs
where the dispersion trajectories diverged from the BET by an angular separation of
0.135 degree as seen from the Earth. Accordingly, these were the epochs when a DSN
34-meter station beam-width could no longer simultaneously cover both the BET and a
diverging hypothetical dispersion trajectory, assuming the tracking was centered on the
BET sky path. For a given dispersion delta-V magnitude, the epochs where the angular
separation exceeded 0.135 degree were identical for both + and − cases.
Table 4. June 25, 1998, Anomaly Delta-V Dispersion Study
Dispersion Delta-V Epoch of 0.135 deg
(cm/sec)
Angular Separation
10 Aug 1998
± 100
19 Sept 1998
± 10
13 Oct 1998
±5
26 Dec 1998
±1

Days from
June 25th, 1998
46
86
110
185

From these results alone it was clear that time was of the essence, and that search
efforts had to be organized and ramped up quickly. There was not a lot of time available
to locate SOHO if in fact the post-loss delta-V actually had been large, e.g., one meter per
second or larger. It was assumed at the time that if further post-accident analysis or
simulations indicated a better estimate of the overall delta-V occurring after the loss of
contact, then we would produce an updated BET ephemeris using the improved data.
However, such results were never forthcoming, so the initial post-accident BET was the
one used over the ensuing several weeks to support operations, in particular for the
generation of predicted DSN site views and station antenna pointing vectors.
Decay Trajectory Sensitivities
The problem for SOHO was that if re-contact and recovery could not be achieved, it
would be flying an uncontrolled, decaying trajectory that eventually would either escape
into heliocentric orbit or come back toward Earth. For all practical purposes, the possible
outcomes were virtually infinite because we did not know how much actual thrusting
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SOHO performed following the loss of contact, and therefore we could not know its
actual energy state.
To gain insight into the sensitivities involved in the problem, some trajectory
simulations were performed involving application of a narrow range of delta-V
dispersions to the BET. This quick-study was never meant to be a thorough-going
investigation of LPO escape trajectories, but rather was designed to provide the SOHO
Project with an overview of the complexity and severity of the orbit problem. The point
was that it was possible for even a seemingly small difference in departure delta-V to
result in hugely and dramatically different trajectory outcomes. As will be made plain
below, it followed that there could be no single orbit recovery scenario or strategy that
would apply to all escape cases. The orbit recovery strategy would need to be tailored to
the specific escape trajectory. But that would be impossible to do without knowing what
the actual departure delta-V was, or without resuming contact with, and control of, the
spacecraft. Further, given the fact of LPO exponential decay, the specific recovery
strategy would also greatly depend on how much time passed before both contact and
control were resumed. But the first step was to see what the BET itself would do.
Propagating from the epoch of telemetry loss, it was seen that the BET itself would
diverge only very slowly from the halo orbit. It retained quite well its halo characteristics
up to about mid-November 1998, after which time its divergence would accelerate with
the result being escape into heliocentric orbit. This result is indicated in Figure B-1 and
B-2 of Appendix B. (Appendix B contains eight archival, annotated, screen-snap images
generated with the Swingby program during the early days of the crisis and presented at
SOHO situation meetings.) Figure B-1 depicts an escape case called the “Telemetry
Dropout Case”, or “TDC”, along with the results of five dispersion trajectories created in
1 cm/sec increments from +1 to +5 cm/sec (delta-Vs applied parallel to the SOHO-Sun
line toward the Sun). (The TDC was a virtually identical, early precursor trajectory to the
eventual BET.) All six trajectories drift away from the halo orbit at varying energies,
going directly into solar orbit. Figure B-2 depicts in a solar rotating-frame what becomes
of the TDC, i.e., it escapes into a heliocentric orbit having a 341-day period. In this
inferior orbit having somewhat greater orbital speed than Earth’s, SOHO would
eventually “lap” Earth, returning to the Earth’s vicinity after 11.6 years.
Other TDC dispersion cases were developed as well. All trajectories shown in the
eight figures of Appendix B are uncontrolled, that is, there are no delta-Vs introduced
after the dispersion delta-V, so the trajectories are free to evolve under natural
gravitational influences only. Figure B-3 shows results for delta-Vs of −1 to −6 cm/sec
at 1 cm/sec increments, all escape trajectories of slightly lesser energies than those of
Figure B-1. The −7 cm/sec case of Figure B-4 is the first where a return to Earth is seen,
but a stable capture is not achieved and escape to solar orbit is the result. Figures B-5
and B-6, for the −8 cm/sec and −9 cm/sec cases respectively, show two different Earth
return trajectories that do not quite come within the orbit of the Moon, and so are before
long whisked into heliocentric orbit. Figure B-7 shows the first fairly solid Earth capture
case, corresponding to a dispersion of −10 cm/sec. Figure B-8 shows the last Earthcapture case looked atfor −11 cm/secand it is very different from that of Figure B-7.
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Both trajectoriespropagated for about 2.5 yearsare quite chaotic and greatly
influenced by lunar encounters.
It should be emphasized that these cases were not studied extensively; they were
quick-looks only. Of course it was not known whether SOHO was truly on a solar escape
trajectory or on an Earth-return trajectory. However, it was apparent at the time that if
SOHO were on some Earth-return trajectory, the recovery strategy would have had to be
adapted to that trajectory’s particular characteristics. Once on its way back to Earth,
there would be no stopping it. The trick would have been to see whether the anticipated
Earth and Moon encountersoccurring weeks or months in the futurecould be
exploited somehow to set up an eventual lunar flyby gravitational-assist trajectory back
toward L1 with a minimum of propulsive delta-V. (This is an area where the GSFC FDF
has a wealth of experience, with the NASA GSFC GGS/Wind mission being a prime
example [16]). Assuming a workable recovery solution would exist at all, some
maneuversand perhaps some large oneswould doubtless have been necessary to set
up useful gravitational-assist encounters. In many scenarios, such a task would probably
have been a herculean challenge for a potentially damaged SOHO, a spacecraft that was
never especially nimble for deep space flight in the first place.
Presumed Condition of the Spacecraft
Meanwhile, post-accident attitude analysis indicated that SOHO was likely to have
settled into a slow spin around its major axis of inertia (ZB-axis) [17]. However it was
not known what inertial orientation or spin sense the ZB-axis itself might have attained.
In any case, the solar panels could be receiving only partial sunlight at best. In a worst
case, the ZB-axis orientation might be such that the angle between the Sun direction and
the solar panel normals (which were in the spin plane) was too great for useful power
generation.
However, starting from the assumption (and the hope) that SOHO might still be
receiving some solar power, numerous attempts were carried out during July 1998 to prod
SOHO into emitting bursts of its carrier signal from its Low Gain Antenna. As it turned
out, many such carrier “spikes” were received [17]. This was the initial indication that not
only was SOHO managing to generate at least briefly intermittent power from sunlight,
but that it was also still close to the path of the BET ephemeris. This was both
immensely fortunate and encouraging.
Detection of the Spacecraft
Another excellent indication of the continuing validity of the BET ephemeris came
on July 23, when bistatic radar tests conducted with the Arecibo radio telescope in Puerto
Rico and DSN Goldstone successfully bounced echoes off SOHO (at a range of
1,473,000 km!). Analysis of the radar data by a group at Cornell University [17] revealed
a radar cross section similar to SOHO’s dimensions, and that the craft had a spin period
of about 54 seconds. Additionally, after some initial confusion concerning the Doppler
analysis, we were told that a radial velocity difference of –12 cm/sec was observed as
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compared to the BET ephemeris. This was not a huge discrepancy for a period of 29
days, and was further proof that the net delta-V of the accident had not been large, as
feared, but rather that it must have been quite modest, even small. As 29 days
represented 29/16 = 1.8125 doubling periods, the –12 cm/sec radial velocity difference
suggested that there was a delta-V of approximately –12/21.8125 = –3.4 cm/sec that had not
been observed after loss of contact on June 25th. If true, then a halo correction delta-V of
approximately –4.3 + (–3.4) = –7.7 cm/sec would have been needed right after the
accident.
Thus, while we were viewing the radar test results skeptically yet hopefully, it
seemed clear that the post-accident orbit was not diverging all that rapidly from the preaccident halo. This suggested that there might still be ample time for recovery before
halo correction costs grew to uncomfortable levels. Finally, a brief link was established
between Goldstone and SOHO on August 3, 1998, and the threshold for the enormous
task of recovery operations was reached.
The Recovery from the June 1998 Anomaly
The ensuing recovery of SOHO was a long and complicated story. Only a brief
account of it can be given here. As gradually longer contacts with SOHO were achieved
during early August, it was confirmed from Sun Sensor data that SOHO was slowly
spinning about its +ZB-axis. This axis was then nearly parallel with the ecliptic plane,
pointing some 37 degrees to the West of the Sun (as of August 11th). This situation was
truly fortunate enough for recovery prospects, because the Eastward motion of the Sun
over the coming weeks would decrease the angle between itself and SOHO’s spin plane.
Since the solar panel normals were in the spin plane, there would then be a substantial
fraction of every spin period during which the panels would receive useful sunlight [17].
In mid-August, the FOT began gradual, carefully paced and monitored cycles of
battery recharging, and cycles of heating for the frozen propulsion system [17]. By midSeptember, with the propulsion system thawed, the batteries restored, and improved
telemetry coverage established, the time was right for using thrusters to re-establish the
Sun-pointing, 3-axis stabilized attitude, to be followed by return of control to the wheels.
Not long after the success of this delicate, weeklong operation, the use of the HGA was
restored as well. Then, with high-rate telemetry re-established, preliminary system and
instrument checkouts showed that everything had come through the accident in good
working order with the exception of two of the three roll control gyros, which were now
useless. (Almost needless to say, bringing SOHO back to life was a delicate, arduous,
tense job that involved an enormous amount of work from a large number of people on
both sides of the Atlantic. But it is too long and involved a story to be told in full here.)
Meanwhile, over what remained of August, new tracking data were gradually
accumulated, and numerous attempts to re-determine the orbit with useful accuracy were
made. However, due to coverage spottiness and other problems with the tracking data,
the orbit determination solutions did not achieve a useful quality until near the end of
August. (Though solutions were available earlier that demonstrated that the halo orbit
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had not deteriorated too seriously, they were not yet good enough for accurate halo orbit
re-targeting.) By September 1st, a solution of sufficient quality was used to show that if a
halo correction maneuver were performed that day, the delta-V cost would be –0.967
m/sec. As 68 daysor 68/16 = 4.25 doubling periodshad elapsed since the accident,
this delta-V implied that the halo correction cost early on June 25th would have been
approximately –0.967/24.25 = –0.051 m/sec. This amazing result suggested that an
effective delta-V of only about one cm/sec had gone unaccounted-for at the time of the
accident. Given such a small delta-V, the most likely accident scenario appeared to be
that the thrusters ceased firing very soon after contact was lost. Hence it seems also that
very little fuel was lost during the accident.
The Recovery Maneuvers
Finally, by September 25th, it was possible to attempt the first orbit recovery
maneuver (RM-01). Halo orbit re-targeting with the Swingby program showed that an
anti-sunward ∆V of 6.21 m/sec was required, meaning that thrusters 1A and 2A were
needed. In excess of 3 m/sec of this delta-V was needed to counter the Sunward
perturbations imparted from the continual attitude recovery thrusting over the period of
September 16th to the 23rd. That attitude recovery maneuver was performed in an ESR
mode, having the typical ESR attributes described previously. (Though a Sun-pointing
attitude was re-established fairly early on that week, SOHO remained in the ESR mode
while preparations for a return to 3-axis stabilization with the momentum wheels were
completed.) During the ESR maneuver, the cumulative delta-V (some 3.16 m/sec as
revealed by the Doppler tracking data) was modeled into the trajectory using Swingby. It
was known that by September 16th (when the attitude recovery maneuver began) the halo
correction cost had grown to just 1.76 m/sec. Had there not been the intervening ESR, it
would have been only 2.52 m/sec by September 25th, not bad given all SOHO had been
through. Thus it was owing to the Sunward-thrusting ESR event lasting over 6 days that
the halo correction cost had more than doubled.
There were a number of uncertainties going into RM-01 following the attitude
reorientation ESR. These uncertainties included: 1), pre-ESR orbit determination that
was still somewhat rough around the edges; 2), how much ESR delta-V may have been
normal to the station line-of-sight and so not measurable; 3), the accuracy of our methods
for modeling a weeklong series of ESR perturbations into the trajectory; 4), whether
SOHO’s propulsion and closed-loop systems would respond normally to commands; 5)
and lastly, the fact that there was not a sufficiently long arc of tracking data obtainable
between September 23rd and the 25th to compute a valid post-ESR OD solution.
Nevertheless, the maneuver was carried out successfully in two segments. The first
segment was a brief 2-minute burn, deliberately kept short to guard against any
propulsion system problems. None occurred, and so with the thrusters commanded for
the nominal 75% duty cycle, the second segment was completed in 47.5 minutes, again
without problems. The second segment had been designed deliberately to undershoot the
targeted delta-V by 5% because we wanted to guard against possible “hot” performance
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by 1A and 2A that might force us to use the under-calibrated jets 3A and 4A for the
follow-on recovery maneuver.
By all appearances the September 25th burn seemed quite successful, achieving the
desired delta-V exactly. But we had deliberately biased it low by approximately 31
cm/sec. So, given that and the considerable uncertainty in the pre-burn orbit as well, we
realized we would need to do another correction burn within a few weeks at most.
Nevertheless, we were feeling as though we were virtually “out of the woods” at last.
But as it turned out, there was some rockiness left to the recovery where the orbit was
concerned.
Developments Complicating the Recovery
By early October, while flight controllers and spacecraft engineers were busy with a
continuing series of systems checkouts and science instrument re-commissioning, the
FDF flight dynamics team began seeing peculiar new orbit determination (OD) results.
In brief, the mystery centered on strangely inflated values for the solved-for coefficient of
reflectivity (CR) that began appearing in the OD solutions in the weeks following the
September 25th correction burn. The CRwhich should have a value between 1.0
(perfect absorber) and 2.0 (perfect reflector), and for SOHO was normally about
1.40began showing values over 2.0, and eventually reaching over 9.0. This can happen
with the orbit determination software in situations where there is an extraneous,
unaccounted-for acceleration on the spacecraft. In fact, we calculated that the CR values
we were seeing could correspond to an acceleration away from the Sun on the order of
10−7 m/sec2, in turn indicating an applied force on the order of 10−3 N. These numbers
were not incompatible with the possibility of a fuel leak, and so that became the initial
leading hypothesis for explaining the OD results.
While the effort to either establish or disprove the leak hypothesis proceeded, a
major distraction came along in the form of the upcoming November 17th Leonids meteor
showerpossibly a “storm”and its perceived dangers. Comet Temple-Tuttleparent
comet of the annual Leonids showerhad returned to perihelion in February 1998, and
some astronomers were pointing out the possibility of a major Leonid “storm” of
magnitude perhaps great enough to pose a threat to Earth’s spacecraft fleet. In particular,
the densest portion of the great cometary stream of material was predicted to pass close to
L1, which meant that SOHO might be facing greater danger than most. In any case, there
was a NASA imperative to address the issue and come up with a risk amelioration plan.
Thus, at an inopportune time, SOHO flight dynamics team resources were diverted to
assess the threat, educate the flight teams and various levels of management about
comets, meteors, and the risks, and to analyze and propose possible courses of action.
Against this backdrop, the October recovery maneuver was planned.
The halo targeting results for the October maneuver varied depending on whether the
anomalous “acceleration” was assumed to be real or not. While no corroborating proof
could be adduced for the fuel leak hypothesisin particular, there seemed to be no
discernable response by the momentum wheels to any anomalous torquevarious orbit
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maneuver options were considered with respect to it. Various finite burn cases
considering the acceleration to be real, not real, and for cutting the difference were
developed, including computing the effects on a possible follow-on maneuver of the
chosen assumption being wrong. Finally, it was decided to assume the acceleration was
not real (i.e., trajectory propagations did not include it), and a maneuver (RM-02) of 2.0
m/sec (it would have been 2.84 m/sec if we had assumed the acceleration was real) was
planned for October 16th. Though we were somewhat surprised by the size of this deltaV, we attributed it mainly to the likely large orbit uncertainties surrounding the
September series of maneuvers. And despite the conservatism surrounding the RM-01
planning, the orbit determination results insisted that the delta-V needed to be Sunward,
requiring jets 3A and 4A after all. As RM-02 turned out, SOHO turned in a somewhat
cold performance, achieving only 1.92 m/sec. (This was not too surprising, as the
thrusters 3A and 4A were not all that definitively calibrated due to rare prior use.)
Post-burn OD showed that the anomalous “acceleration” was still present, but events
were at this point dominated by preparations for the Leonids. (The course of action
chosen was to do a special roll maneuver to turn the sole remaining gyro and the star
trackers away from the Leonid radiant.) But the discomfiting development was that the
halo re-targeting results now showed that a new correction burn of a magnitude
comparable to the one just completed (and again in the Sunward direction) would be
needed just a month later. This time it was decided to assume the anomalous acceleration
was real, and a maneuver (RM-03) of 2.29 m/sec using jets 3A and 4A was performed on
November 13th, 1998. Simultaneously, a renewed push to solve the “anomalous
acceleration” problem was made, and shortly after the Leonids special operations
campaign was past, and with a number of hypothetical causes rejected, the suggestion
came up that a tracking problem called a “range ambiguity” might be to blame. This was
quickly shown to be the case, and following the completion of requested reconfigurations
at the DSN tracking stations the problem was solved. (Though the technical explanation
of a “range ambiguity” lies beyond the scope of this paper, it effectively amounts to a
mis-measurement of the radial position of the spacecraft. In SOHO’s case, the range
discrepancy had amounted to approximately 1200 km.) While a study of why the range
ambiguity came about was never made, it seems probable that it developed during the last
half of September 1998, which was characterized by a long period of variable thrusting
episodes and substantial orbit solution uncertainties both prior to and after the burns.
Finally Out of the Woods…or So We Thought
Though the range ambiguity problem had caused considerable consternation for the
orbit recovery process, by the last half of November the situation for SOHO was rapidly
improving. With new and correct OD results now in hand, the SOHO halo orbit seemed
to have “snapped back”. The follow-on orbit correction delta-V was predicted to be only
about 10 cm/sec by December 21, 1998, and it was planned for that soon only because a
long, maneuver-free science observing campaign was scheduled to begin early in 1999.
Although the autumn 1998 orbit maneuvers were designed and performed in the same
way as “stationkeeping” burns always had been, given their circumstances we are
classifying all three as a special type, that is, a “recovery maneuver” (RM).
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As December 1998 arrived, all of the SOHO flight support teams were looking
forward to a return to some semblance of normalcy. However, it was not to be.
IV. THE ANOMALY OF DECEMBER 21, 1998, AND THE “GREAT ESR”
On December 21, 1998, as the SOHO Flight Operations Team was preparing the
spacecraft for a round of momentum burns and a small SK burn, the lone remaining
gyroscope failed irretrievably. As this happened, we once again found ourselves in ESR
mode with the B-branch thrusters back in action. But this time there was a difference.
There was no way to return to a normal mode of attitude control without at least one
operational gyro. Thus the one thing we had feared above all else had happened. Early
on during the recovery effort from the June 1998 anomaly, planning was underway to
“re-invent” SOHO as a gyroless spacecraft, but the massive changes required for the
onboard flight software and the ground procedures were not expected to be ready until
the end of 1999. Hence, the mission was once again in grave trouble.
SOHO was now akin to a continuous low-thrust spacecraft. Recall that for ESR
mode the aft-end, yaw-control thrusters 3B and 4B dominate the pitch control thrusters
1B and 2B located on the Sunward side of SOHO. Via the Doppler data, we detected
early on that an average of around +0.45 m/sec (Earth-SOHO radial component) was
being imparted to the orbit per day (that implied an average acceleration of
approximately 5 (10−6) m/sec2 away from Earth). Given that SOHO was near its westernmost elongation at the time, the Doppler results meant that the total delta-V directed
Sunward was averaging around 0.5 m/sec per day. (As the crisis wore on, this running
average varied considerably.) Doppler results for the first 15 days of the crisis are shown
in Figures C-1 and C-2 of Appendix C, which contains a selection of archival plots from
the second anomaly. Figure C-1 gives the daily delta-V imparted by the ESR, while C-2
shows cumulative ESR delta-V relative to the pre-anomaly orbit.
As previously noted, perturbations of such magnitudes spell trouble for LPOs. In
this particular case, with orbital energy continually increasing, the threat was that SOHO
would eventually escape into solar orbit. (An example of the escape trajectory caused by
a continuingor “indefinite”ESR event is shown in Figure C-3. Shown for
comparison, and overlying the “indefinite ESR” escape trajectory, are the nominal halo
orbit and a one-day ESR event trajectory. The latter also escapes though not nearly as
quickly.) However the ESR delta-V was not imparted at a strictly constant rate, but
varied somewhat day to day. Nevertheless, the cumulative harm being done was
mounting daily, as was the delta-V cost of the required corrective action. So, the issues
that were obviously paramount were the damage being done to the halo orbit, what it
would take to fix it, and the rate of fuel usage. All three issues were addressed during the
early days of the crisis.
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Modeling the ESR Using the Swingby Program
With the version of the Swingby program in use at the time, powered-flight segments
of space trajectories could only be modeled in terms of what Swingby defines as a
“Maneuver Event” [13]. That was the only way to apply the thrust term in the trajectory
integrations. In normal usage, a “Manuever Event” was a planned, finite-duration
maneuver. It had not previously been used in such a way as to model a long-duration (or
open-ended), continuous thrusting situation. Fortunately though, Swingby had the
inherent flexibility to do just that. It had four key features that were advantageous for our
problem. It had the built-in, menu-driven functionality to: 1), model arbitrarily long
propulsive maneuvers; 2) model a large number of separate maneuvers in sequence with
each other and/or with free-flight propagation segments; 3) easily incorporate or reconfigure different propulsion models; and 4) employ unique thruster configurations and
attributes for each separate maneuver. As events unfolded, these capabilities were
exploited fully.
Fortunately, though the ESR’s acceleration of SOHO tended to vary, there were
often long stretches of time where it was at least approximately constant. Thus the ESR
behavior could be modeled within Swingby in a piece-wise fashion using sequences of
separate, constant duty-cycle maneuvers. The duty cycle of each such maneuver, or
“ESR piece”, was adjusted until the achieved radial delta-V (the component of the deltaV parallel to the Earth-SOHO line) matched the observed Doppler over the time period
modeled. It was not necessary to micro-model the daily ESR activity. Taking averages,
it was generally adequate to model a given day’s activity in one or two pieces, though
occasionally it required more to do the job accurately.
Estimating the ESR-mode thruster duty cycles
A crucial part of the puzzle consisted of estimating the duty cycles of the thruster
pairs 1B, 2B and 3B, 4B so that accurate ESR burn modeling and continuous-thrust
trajectory propagations could be made. The duty cycling was not some known value
fixed by flight software, nor could it be commanded from the ground or determined from
the telemetry (recall that the ESR-mode telemetry lacked thruster firing data). Through
clues including results of spacecraft simulations performed on the ground, it was
estimated that the 3B, 4B pair was pulsing roughly 5 times as often as the 1B, 2B pair.
But this was relative performance, and we needed to determine absolute.
Since there were time spans where the thrust level was essentially fixed (or could be
averaged) as seen from Doppler, both a delta-V (∆V) and a burn duration (∆T) were thus
provided as measurements. With such measurements, and with the 3B/4B-to-1B/2B
pulsing ratio estimated to be 5:1, then the duty cycles of each pair could be estimated
beginning with the formula F = m (∆V/∆T). Since the spacecraft mass, m, was known,
and both the ∆V and the burn time span ∆T, were measurable from the Doppler, then the
net thrust force F could be calculated directly. Further, F could be resolved into the four
individual thruster components and exploited to find an average duty cycledenoted by
xover a given ESR span, for thruster set 1B and 2B, by writing an equation with a
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single unknown as follows: F = x cos (30°) [(−F1B) + (−F2B)] + 5x [F3B + F4B]. This
simple expression assumes:
•
•
•
•

Individual thruster forces are known, computed from the propulsion blowdown
polynomials (functions of the fuel tank pressure, which is known from telemetry)
The forces for 1B, 2B are negative because they are anti-Sunward; these thrusters are
also canted by 30 degrees to the XB axis, and hence also to the SOHO-Sun line
Thruster calibration scale factors are all equal to 1.0 (the B-branch thrusters are not
subject to calibration due to lack of the appropriate telemetry data types)
Duty cycling is equivalent to scaling the forces.

To demonstrate, the hydrazine tank conditions on December 21, 1998186 kg of
fuel at a pressure of 15.84 barsmeant that at the outset of the ESR, F1B = 2.94 N, F2B =
2.95 N, F3B = 3.00 N, and F4B = 3.02 N. Assuming an observed ∆V of 0.45 m/sec over a
24 hour period (∆T = 86,400 sec), and given that the SOHO mass was 1799 kg, the force
on the spacecraft was calculated to be F = 9.37 (10−3) N. Plugging these values into the
above expression for F and solving for the unknown duty cycle, x, gives x = 3.748 (10−4).
So, the duty cycle for the 1B, 2B pair was 0.03748%, and for the 3B, 4B pair, it was 5
times greater, or 0.18741%.
This approach enabled computation of a good first guess for the duty cycling of each
of the two thruster pairs. Differential adjustment was used to fine tune the duty cycle
values input to the Swingby program, so that the software-computed radial delta-V
(∆VRadial) matched that observed from the Doppler data for a given time span.
With the fundamental duty cycle determined, it was possible to configure precisely
the modeling of each ESR piece, or span, on a daily basis. As the ESR delta-V rate
would change, the duty cycles could be recomputed, or differentially adjusted, to keep
pace.
Thus, we had in place a method for modeling the extended, on-going ESR event as a
variable, continuous thrust, long duration “maneuver”, and in that way we were able to
keep our orbit knowledge current. This was a fortunate thing because it was the only way
to keep our orbit knowledge updated. The normal operational orbit determination
process (a batch least-squares processing of range and range-rate tracking data types) was
not designed to obtain solutions with the presence of the effectively continuous thrust
perturbations. So, the ESR model within Swingby was extended daily as new Doppler
observations came in. In addition to serving as a substitute orbit determination process,
the Swingby-based approach naturally provided fuel usage results as well.
Early Assessment of the Problem
Initially, relative calm prevailed amongst the various teams involved. But concern
grew daily as the crisis lengthened and the author’s predictions for the fate of the halo
orbit grew to be fully appreciated. The author personally spent the 1998 Christmas
holidays thinking intensely on how to prevent SOHO from escaping the L1 region.
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Clearly, it was going to be no mean feat. Apart from the modeling challenges the ESR
posed, it was not certain that the crippled spacecraft would even be capable of performing
the delta-V maneuvers that would be needed to save it. The spacecraft had been designed
to perform delta-V maneuvers of commanded duration via closed-loop OBC control that
required gyroscopes in the loop. Now we were faced with devising an approach to doing
all delta-V maneuvers (and momentum maneuvers as well) with open loop commanding.
This was a challenge that was going to be tricky for a number of reasons, with the need
for numerous flight software and procedural workarounds prominent on the list.
But the first order of business was to assess what we were facing. Implementing the
detailed ESR modeling (described above) in the Swingby program was absolutely critical
to developing an accurate picture of what was happening to the halo orbit, and to
designing the eventual solution to the threat. It was certain that we needed to take energy
out of the orbit to prevent escape from L1. But there were some big initial questions that
needed answers. Such as, how many maneuvers would it ultimately take to do the job?
How soon did we need to get the maneuvers started? And, lastly, could we possibly wait
until spacecraft engineers found a way of taking SOHO out of ESR-mode before starting?
Following an early estimate from the spacecraft engineers that it could take one to
two months to bring about an end to the ESR, some quick-and-dirty orbit recovery
scenarios were constructed to get a feel for the problem. For example, two sample
continuous thrust trajectories were propagated up to candidate dates of January 20th and
February 19th, respectively, from which dates a single impulsive, anti-Sunward delta-V
was targeted simply to hold SOHO to the L1 region (though not re-establish the mission
halo). The delta-Vs obtained, however, were both impracticably large: 30 m/sec for the
January case and a far worse 158 m/sec for the February case. (See Figure C-3 for the
locations of these hypothetical burns on the “indefinite ESR”-escape trajectory.) From
these results it was obvious that to prevent rapid escape in a practical, affordable way, we
needed to begin to do counteractive delta-V maneuvers just as soon as possible. During
the final week of 1998, engineers concluded that we could reasonably attempt a first-ever
open-loop delta-V maneuver by January 7th, and so that date was chosen to plan toward.
Around the same time, an estimate came in from the spacecraft engineers that taking
SOHO out of ESR-mode might be possible by February 1st. So that became another
target date; one we all hoped was achievable. If it was achievable, then we could also
hope for a first orbit determination solution by February 11th (a minimum 10-day arc of
free-flight tracking data was considered essential for a reasonably accurate solution).
February 11th would then become a candidate date for another correction maneuver.
Having these dates specified provided the sort of “boundary events” needed to
facilitate construction of various orbit control and recovery scenarios. One early scenario
envisioned doing the bulk correction delta-V on January 7th with the remainder left to
February 11th, which would follow an end of the ESR on February 1st. However, the
delta-Vs computed for those two dates were nearly 20 m/sec and 4 m/sec
respectivelythe first of them considered two times too large for SOHO to safely
attempt. Yet another two-burn scenario considered doing a fixed 10 m/sec on January 7th
and a final corrective delta-V on February 11th. However, the February 11th delta-V for
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this case was an even more impermissible 48 m/sec. Thus, in general the 2-burn scenario
did not look promising.
Next, an alternative conception involved a series of fixed duration burns designed to
gradually counteract the ESR’s Sunward accelerations and bring orbital energy back to a
rough halo value by February 1st. Then, a final clean-up recovery burn could be
performed by mid-February for around 5 m/sec or less. Historically, what was first
proposed was a series of four burnseach under 10 m/secto be executed at one-week
intervals beginning on January 7th. The details of this straw-man scheme are provided in
Table 5.
Table 5. Anomaly #2: Initial Halo Recovery Burn Scenario
Date
Delta-V
Fuel Use
Duration
(mm/dd)
(m/sec)
(kg)
(min)
Jan 07
7.63
7.61
46
Jan 14
7.43
7.37
46
Jan 21
7.24
7.16
46
Jan 28
7.08
6.96
46
Totals
29.38
29.1*
184
* Total fuel usage over the period was 52 kg when ESR
continuous thrust included
This schemeproposed on Dec. 31, 1998assumed a constant average duty cycle
ESR up to February 1st. Although it was clear as early as Dec. 31st that the constant ESR
pulsing assumption was not strictly valid, there existed no other way to approach the
problem of propagating the continuous thrust trajectory for long periods (i.e., on the order
of weeks or months). This was primarily because the variability of the pulsing rate could
not be predicted in advance. No simulator existed that could adequately account for and
duplicate the variability seen up to that point, let alone predict its future course over
weeks or months. It was obvious that the delta-V imparted would decrease over time due
to fuel blowdown (note the declining delta-V and fuel consumption over the series of
fixed-duration maneuvers shown in Table 5an effect of the declining fuel pressure).
But it was not known how much the pulsing, or the yaw/pitch pulsing ratio, would
change in response to the declining thrust forces. Plausibly, the pulsing might have
increased, implying greater fuel consumption over time and bringing an earlier end to the
mission.
As it was, though, the technique was adequate to make a fair estimate of when fuel
would be exhausted. Scenarios showed that if the series of delta-Vs shown in Table 5
were executedbut the effort to take SOHO out of ESR mode in February subsequently
failedthen another maneuver could be done in early February to prevent escape for
another several months. This February maneuver (it would be on the order of 10 m/sec)
would work by reducing orbital energy by just the right decrement that the ESR thrusting
would restore it gradually, so as to maintain a halo-like orbit of virtually nominal
dimensions. At the time, the author referred to this result as the “guided continuous
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thrust trajectory”, or GCT trajectory (see Figure C-4, in Appendix C). In principle, the
GCT trajectory could be maintained through at least the point where fuel was exhausted,
which propagation scenarios showed could happen around October 1, 1999. Fuel
exhaustion would mean the end for the ESR thrusting and, for that matter, attitude
control. SOHO would then be free to gradually escape the L1 region, but that outcome
would have been of no consequence for a dead spacecraft.
The existence of the GCT solution indicated that rescue efforts could continue well
into 1999, with the hope that success would come soon enough that some fuel would still
be available for restoring the halo orbit, thus continuing the mission for at least a while
longer. Though a thorough-going study of the issue was never made, a brief investigation
showed that for a GCT trajectory the cost to restore a free-flight halo orbit would exceed
the needed fuel supply by early August 1999 (the cost was nearing 20 m/sec by August
1). This result suggested that ideally we really needed to escape ESR at least a couple of
months earlier than August, given the long-range ESR fuel consumption rate
uncertainties. (Though the ESR consumption rate was varying considerably day-to-day,
it was estimated to be mostly within a 0.5 to 0.7 kg per day range over the first couple of
weeks of the crisis.) This analysis also effectively killed some early speculation on the
part of the Project that we might be able to stay in ESR mode until the end of 1999, when
the fully updated gyroless flight software and procedures were expected to be ready.
So, in summary, it became clear that we needed to begin maneuvers just as soon as
possible. There could be no long wait for the spacecraft to be extricated from ESR mode
first. It was all just too uncertain as to whether or when that might succeed. The halo
orbit would simply decay too fast in the meantime, with the recovery delta-V costs
compounding continuously all the while. It was also apparent that the recovery would
have to be conducted gradually with a series of maneuvers. Resolving the orbit decay
problem with just one or two large burns would be beyond the crippled spacecraft’s
safety and capability margins. As grim as the overall situation was, SOHO nevertheless
possessed the luxury of being fuel-rich (about 186 kg) when the crisis began. That fact
afforded us substantial breathing room, despite the on-going fuel drain.
The Struggle
After New Year’s, rescue activities escalated as the urgency of the crisis grew ever
more apparent. Situation and planning meetingsbringing together personnel from the
SOHO Project, Flight Operations Team, Flight Dynamics Facility, SOHO experts from
the European Space Agency (ESA) and Matra Marconi Space, and various NASA
consultantswere convened daily, and the effort began to take on qualities akin to
fighting a war. Meanwhile, planning for the first burn of the seriesset for January
7thcontinued. Since repeated attempts to determine the orbit via normal tracking data
processing were unsuccessful, the effort to model the ESR within Swingby (as described
earlier) in as accurate and detailed a way as possible was crucial. That was the only way
to update our knowledge of the orbit state. Then, the maneuver series discussed above
was repeatedly re-targeted and re-planned in cycle with updates of the ESR behavior.
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The January 7th recovery burn occurred as originally scheduledthe only maneuver
of the series to do so. At this point some 17 days into the crisis, the ESR had already
imparted about 9 m/sec of delta-V (Doppler component) to the orbit. This
burndesignated RM-04with a nominal delta-V of 7.44 m/sec was planned in three
segments, with the first segment made short to guard against problems. Caution was
certainly necessary, and not only because this was the first-ever attempt to do a planned
delta-V maneuver (with A-branch thrusters) while an active ESR was in progress (on Bbranch thrusters)something the spacecraft was never intended to do. Without the
gyros, the maneuver had to be commanded open-loop, which meant that the firing details
for both delta-V thrusters and A-branch attitude control thrusters basically had to be
spoon fed to the spacecraft. This also was new and untried. Unsurprisingly, with all the
new techniques and procedures being used, there was one significant hitch, but luckily
only one. The problem was effectively a duty cycling problem, which was later found to
be due to onboard software behavior. It caused delta-V shortfalls in all three segments.
A fourth segment was added toward the end to make up the deficit. (All maneuvers were
monitored via real-time Doppler data, which enabled evaluation of the maneuver in near
real-time. Thus the final segment of a maneuver could be adjustedor another segment
addedas needed.) But on balance RM-04 was successful.
In the days that followed, the schedule for the remaining maneuvers shifted
numerous times due to a variety of reasons, ranging from changes in the DSN support
schedule to the fluid readiness of all the different players generally. This factor coupled
with the variable ESR behavior made maneuver planning and fuel consumption
forecasting extremely difficult. Scenarios and plans were updated very frequently,
seemingly with no end. Another important development that had impact on maneuver
planning was the introduction during the middle of January of “yaw braking”. Conceived
by the spacecraft engineers, yaw braking was the occasional, commanded pulsing of Abranch thrusters 1A and 2A to null, or at least slow, the yawing rate (though primarily
responsible for pitch, 1A and 2A possess yaw components as well). After some
experience was gained with this novel (for SOHO) technique, it came to greatly reduce
the pulsing of the B-branch yaw thrusters, causing the average ESR yaw-to-pitch firing
ratio to become more like 1:1. (It should also be noted that occasional, commanded roll
control thruster pulsingto prevent the roll rate from exceeding the spacecraft’s roll
stability limithad already been going on since early in the crisis. Also, due to SOHO’s
crippled condition, the roll rate could only be monitored via Doppler data.) The yaw
braking had the twin benefit of reducing both the Sunward delta-V and the fuel
consumption. Toward the end of the crisis, yaw braking was reducing daily net delta-V
to nearly the zero-level. Though it complicated the maneuver planning efforts
significantly, yaw braking was nevertheless a welcome development, ultimately reducing
the delta-V needed for the remaining recovery burns.
No attempt will be made here to describe all the twists and turns leading up to the
remaining maneuvers of the series. A brief recounting of the main results will suffice.
Several scenarios were developed for the second burn of the series, with its date,
magnitude, and the follow-on burns changing significantly with each. The recovery burn
RM-05intended to be 8.69 m/secwas finally executed in three segments on January
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19th. The commanding details and thruster duty cycles had once again been modified,
including rectification of the problem that had caused the January 7th burn to be 17%
“cold”. The final segment of RM-05 was extended slightly to make up for modestly cold
performance over the first two segments. As a result, the achieved delta-V was very
close to planned.
The final two burns of the series likewise were re-planned several times, and were
significantly affected by the growing efficacy of the yaw braking efforts. (The yaw
braking effects were beneficial in terms of reducing the overall recovery delta-V needed,
yet the day-to-day unpredictability of their results complicated the maneuver planning
process.) So the third burn (RM-06) was performed on January 26th, again in three
segments. Like RM-05, the third and final segment of RM-06 was extended to make up
for the slightly cold performance of the preceding two. That the final result was about
1% “hot” was of little consequence. By the time we were executing this burn, the end of
the crisis was just around the corner.
Success
On January 31, 1999, spacecraft engineers successfully took SOHO out of ESR
mode, as had been planned for days. Attitude control was finally returned to the
momentum wheels and the B-branch attitude thrusting was over. There was a collective
sigh of relief, of course, but there was one small recovery burn left to do, and that had
been pegged for the following day, February 1st. Though it was smallintended to be
just 0.32 m/secthere remained plenty of reason for anxiety, as we were implementing
yet another major change in the way delta-V burns were commanded. While we had
been in ESR-mode, a way was devised to fire the delta-V thrusters at a 100% duty cycle
(continuous burning), as they were for burns RM-05 and RM-06. Now, with the
momentum wheels back in service, we needed to use a new “pulse train” approach to
firing the thrusters. In this approach, pulse duration and the interval between pulses for
each delta-V thruster and attitude thrusteras well as total numbers of pulses for
eachwere specified in detail in the command load to be up-linked for on-board
execution. The pulse sequences were computed so as to minimize wheel torques and
preserve attitude stability during the burn. The intervals between delta-V pulses were
quite long relative to their duration, making for a very small duty cycle of just 5%. (The
new 5% duty cycle recommendation had recently come from Matra, SOHO’s prime
manufacturer.) So, this new pulse train approach increased the execution time of delta-V
maneuvers of given size by a factor of 15 as compared to formerly, when the OBC had
governed 75% duty cycle pulsing autonomously. But as things turned out, RM-07split
into an initial short segment followed by a wrap-up segmentperformed smoothly and
accurately.
V. EPILOGUE TO THE 40-DAY MAD SCRAMBLE
At last we could relax a little, after what had been a 40-day long, high profile ordeal.
Though the spacecraft engineers still had issues to attend to, from a trajectory point of
view the crisis was over. Finally, we could do orbit determination in the normal, routine
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way again. Within a couple of weeks, post-ESR orbit determination and trajectory
analysis showed that the combination of both the ESR modeling efforts and the recovery
maneuvers had been highly effective and accurate. There was no more than
approximately 18 cm/sec of residual delta-V remaining to correct. This residual was in
the anti-Sunward direction, meaning that all told we had overshot just a little with the
recovery burns. Still, given what we had been up against, it was a very small residual
indeed, and a maneuver to clean it up was planned for early March.
However, one more scare occurred on Valentine’s Day when SOHO endured yet
another ESR event that lasted for four days. Though disappointing, at least this time the
techniques and procedures were in hand for a relatively quick and confident extrication.
The end result was not so bad from the orbit point of view, however, as a planned March
5th Sunward trim burn (RM-08) was reduced to just 0.13 m/sec from an anticipated 0.76
m/sec, thanks to the ESR coincidentally imparting delta-V in the needed direction.
Following the success of RM-08the last of the recovery burns (see Table 6, where the
first eight SK burns are retained for reference)both the trajectory situation and science
operations at last returned to normalcy. But the massive effort by the spacecraft engineers
to re-write and revise much of the flight software, spacecraft commands, and ground
procedures to support a new era of gyroless operations continued for months more.
Table 6. SOHO Recovery Maneuver History
Fuel
Date
Days since Jets Planned Achieved
Orbit
∆V
Used
Maneuver (m/d/y) Last Orbit Used
∆V
∆V
Error
(kg)
Burn Event
Event
(m/sec)
(m/sec)
(%)
SK-01
5/23/96
63
1,2
0.3067
0.3089
+0.714 0.3353
SK-02
9/11/96
112
1,2
0.4541
0.4578
+0.808 0.4925
SK-03
1/14/97
125
1,2
0.0432
0.0411
-4.861 0.0490
SK-04
4/11/97
87
1,2
0.1887
0.1892
+0.235 0.2064
SK-05
9/04/97
146
1,2
1.8876
1.8972
+0.506 2.0258
SK-06
11/29/97
86
3,4
0.0396
0.0408
+2.84
0.0345
SK-07
12/19/97
20
1,2
0.3984
0.3956
-0.703 0.4263
SK-08
4/17/98
119
1,2
1.4375
1.4350
-0.179 1.5441
RM-01
9/25/98
161
1,2
6.21
6.21
0.0
6.666
RM-02 10/16/98
21
3,4
2.0
1.924
-3.78
1.687
RM-03 11/13/98
28
3,4
2.285
2.293
+0.350
1.960
RM-04
1/07/99
55
1,2
9.77
8.082
-17.28*
8.60
RM-05
1/19/99
12
1,2
8.69
8.64
-0.576
9.20
RM-06
1/26/99
7
1,2
4.06
3.95
-2.62
4.27
RM-07
2/01/99
6
3,4
0.32
0.323
+0.77
0.267
RM-08
3/05/99
32
1,2
0.125
0.122
-2.35
0.130
SK-09
6/17/99
104
3,4
0.4652
0.4596
-1.21
0.3835
Notes: RM = Recovery Maneuver
* large ∆V error due to onboard software problem related to ESR mode
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Although the magnitudes of the February 1st and March 5th burns were comparable to
those of typical stationkeepings, we have classified them as the last of the series of
recovery burns. The first burn after March 5, 1999, that we termed a routine
stationkeeping burn was SK-09, performed on June 17, 1999 (see Table 6). SK-09
performed so accurately that SOHO could have coasted until late November or early
December 1999 before another stationkeeping was needed. However the very next burn
was scheduled for September of that year for purposes of helping to test and commission
new gyroless operations flight software.
It is worth reiterating that ever since the recovery, delta-V maneuvers must be
performed with A-branch duty cycles no greater than 5%. Formerly, maneuvers were
performed with 75% duty cycles, as all of the first eight SK burns were. The impact of
that change has been that the wall time needed to execute a maneuver of a given size is
now 15 times longer than before. Therefore, we now try to plan to do SK maneuvers
before the halo correction delta-V exceeds 0.75 m/sec, because of execution time
considerations. For instance, as of this writing it takes about 110 minutes to impart 0.75
m/sec using the canted thrusters 1A and 2A. Thus the practicality of large delta-V
maneuvers has become seriously eroded.
Despite all the troubles, SOHO still had perhaps as much as 145 kg of fuel remaining
at the end of the crisis, representing an estimated ∆V capability of around 170 m/sec.
This amount was much more than was needed to complete the remaining three years of
its nominal extended mission, which SOHO has since achieved as of March 2002.
(SOHO, as of this writing, is in an “extended, extended” mission phase.) Though SOHO
still suffers from occasional ESR events (2 to 3 per year on average), the recoveries of
both spacecraft and halo orbit are generally swift and assured. The gyroless operations
paradigm has proven on the whole to be very successful, and the solar science
achievements of the mission have been, and continue to be, immense.
CONCLUSION
Certainly the stories of SOHO’s two mission-threatening anomalies and subsequent
rescues rank with the most spectacular in the history of space flight to date. The first
anomaly involved the complete loss of communications with, and control of, a deepspace mission flying a Sun-Earth L1 halo orbit. SOHO was out of contact for several
weeks, and three months passed before SOHO was rehabilitated enough to perform
maneuvers. Given the halo orbit’s extreme sensitivity to perturbations and exponential
decay rate, this was an extremely dangerous situation. The second anomaly involved
hardware failures (loss of gyroscopes) coupled with loss of normal attitude control. That
resulted in the onset of autonomous attitude thruster activity that was unbalanced in terms
of delta-V, threatening SOHO with a mission-ending escape to solar orbit. Considering
the dire nature of these emergencies it is amazing that total disaster was averted, let alone
that the mission was ultimately restored to full working condition both times. No one
could have reasonably expected as much. The gratifying outcomes are a tribute to the
dedication and quality professionalism of all the SOHO teams involved in the rescue
efforts.
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Given that these were the first anomalies of their type for a LPO mission, there are
important lessons to be drawn from SOHO’s experience. (Surely, these lessons are
indispensable should the same or similar contingencies occur again for SOHO itself.)
First, intervention on behalf of the LPO that is as prompt as possible is critically
important. By this is meant beginning recovery maneuvers to counter the delta-V
imparted by an anomaly before the recovery delta-Vs have grown to magnitudes that are
formidable, or impossible to do anything about. Second, in the event of an accident
involving thruster activity, or some runaway situation involving on-going autonomous
thruster activity, monitoring the radial delta-V imparted to the orbit as revealed by the
Doppler tracking data is likewise critical. That could provide the best means, if not the
only means, to re-construct accurately what happened, or is happening, to the orbit.
However the third lesson is the realization that trajectory design software with flexible
thrust modeling functionality would be required to take full advantage of the results from
the Doppler. The software would have to provide the means to model and propagate an
effectively continuous thrust trajectory simultaneously with the capability to model and
to target finite delta-V burnspotentially a series of discrete burnsfor any desired
epoch, or location, within the halo orbit. Lastly, SOHO was the first LPO spacecraft to
fly (unintentionally) an effectively continuous low-thrust trajectory, and did so for 40
days straight. The technique developed during the SOHO crisis to control this situation
and prevent escape was to use a counteractive delta-V maneuveror series of
maneuversto essentially “guide” the continuous thrust trajectory such that it followed
an LPO-like path around L1. This worked by designing stationkeeping-style maneuvers
where the thrust direction was used as the independent targeting variable to force the
trajectory to follow a path very close to the nominal halo orbit. So close, in fact, that by
the end of recovery operations the orbit was practically indistinguishable from the preanomaly halo orbit. In SOHO’s case, the maneuvers had to take energy out of the orbit to
adjust for the energy that the autonomous continuous thrust was gradually adding.
However, in cases requiring it, the reverse would work as well, i.e., add energy with the
targeting variable (planned maneuver) that anomalous thrust is taking out of the orbit.
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Appendix A – SOHO Spacecraft and Body Axes

Source: SOHO Project
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Appendix B – Possible Dispersion Trajectories Pertaining to the June 25, 1998
SOHO Anomaly

Figure B-1. Dispersion Trajectories +1 to +5 cm/s

Figure B-2. TDC Solar Orbit (Rotating Frame)

Figure B-3. Dispersion Trajectories –1 to – 6 cm/s

Figure B-5. Dispersion Trajectory: –8 cm/s

Figure B-4. Dispersion Trajectory: –7 cm/s

Figure B-6. Dispersion Trajectory: –9 cm/s
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Appendix B

Figure B-7. Dispersion Trajectory –10 m/sec

Figure B-8. Dispersion Trajectory –11 m/sec
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Appendix C − The SOHO Anomaly of December 21, 1998

Figure C-1. Daily ESR-Imparted Delta-V (in m/sec)

Figure C-2. ESR cumulative delta-V relative to No-burn Orbit
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Appendix C

Figure C-3. Overlay of Two ESR Escape Trajectories with Nominal Halo

Figure C-4. Overlay of Indefinite ESR Escape Trajectory with Guided
Continuous Thrust Trajectory through Burnout and Fall-back to Earth
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